
+30%
On average brands 
seen running their 
media run against 

misaligned content.

TIKTOK GUARANTEED OUTCOMES 
Channel Factory is an Official TikTok Agency 
and Marketing Partner who offers 
fully-managed TikTok campaigns and will 
GUARANTEED delivery and price (CPV, 
CPM, and CPC) when activating TikTok! 

CONNECTED TV
YouTube is a must for CTV reaching over 
120 Million MONTHLY Users. With 40% of 
CF budgets running on CTV, we ensure a 
TV like experience and buying model at 
much lower rate than linear TV.  CTV also 
drives a 10% greater lift in recall than ads 
on Linear TV!

COMSCORE AUDIENCES
Channel Factory’s Exclusive Partnership 
with ComScore now enables advertisers to 
improve accuracy in target audience 
delivery by 55% delivering significant 
efficiencies to Linear television!

FACEBOOK PERFORMANCE 
Drive up to 45% increase in ad performance 
and up to 3.6% CTR’s in click campaigns! 
Powered by our Astro platform we segment 
your Facebook targeting into micro 
experiments that deliver performance or 
efficiency on Facebook. Proprietary dashboard 
and multiple buying options enable you to sit 
back and let Astro do its magic.

ACTIVATION

ACTIVATION

Activation Metrics Accepted:

CPC, CPA, CPL, A2C, PPV, CPI

Guarantee Outcomes on a view 
based (CPV), CPM, or on a click 

basis (CPC).

ACTIVATION

THE WORLD’S LEADING BRAND SAFETY AND SUITABILITY PARTNER

YOUTUBE DIGITAL AUDIO 
Align your Audio ads with the context that 
will perform on YouTube and reach music 
and podcast listeners on the largest music 
platform in the world – expanding clients’ 
digital audio footprint beyond Spotify and 
Pandora.

Create Audio only lists that reach 

your exact audience in the right 

context (GO and SS)

ACTIVATION

ORACLE, MOAT, GRAPESHOT
Channel Factory and ORACLE have partnered 
to provide advertisers and publishers with the 
most robust data to contextually align on all 
digital channels and measure using a GARM 
standard. Through the partnership advertisers 
will also have Grapeshot Contextual Segments 
available across the YouTube Ecosystem.

www.channelfactory.com

AUDIENCE CONTEXTUAL SUITABILITY

FULL PRODUCT ACTIVATION PORTFOLIO    

Our dashboard consolidates all platform 
spend into one home. We have direct API 
access into YouTube. Both Managed 
(Guaranteed Outcomes) and Self-Service 
(ILAAS) models can be done with Channel 
Factory

OUR PROPRIETARY DASHBOARD

Pay only for the impressions in your 
demo. Activate In-Audience CPM 
and Cost per GRP. ComScore VCE 

and CCR is included as added value

ACTIVATION

ACTIVATION

Non-Skippable, Payback for 
Underdelivery, Overdeliver for 

Longform, Context, Ratings (PG, 12+, 
15+, 18+), HFFS, Daypart and Day.

Performance data to improve 
on-target ROI Receive Suitability 
reporting with existing viewability 

data in the Moat UI 

-9%
Impact on purchase 
intent when the ad 

appears next to 
undesirable content

.

+17%
Contextual 

alignment on 
average delivers a 

+17% in ROI 
(Sales)

.

73%
Of consumers would 
prefer to buy from 

brands committed to 
socially conscious 

causes

60%
Of consumers would 
prefer to buy from 

brands within online 
environments who are 
diverse and inclusive

CONTACT US
hello@amadigitalmedia.com 
www.amadigitalmedia.com 
www.channelfactory.com

http://www.amadigitalmedia.com
http://www.taptapdigital.com/

